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An
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of

Intra-Metropolitan
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EricA. Hanushekand John M.Quigley
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of local residentialmobility
is important from several perspectives.
First, moving behavior provides insight
into the dynamics of individualchoice
and the timing of adjustment for the
single most important component of
consumer expenditures. Additionally,
household mobility has a direct impact
upon the evolving spatial structure of
urban areas and results in marginal
changes in land use patternsand in the
spatial distributionof sociodemographic
groups. In fact, this latter implicationof
mobility has motivated a variety of
studies by urbanplannersand transportation economists who have a practical
interest in the aggregate outcomes of
household mobility. Somneof the outcomes of mobility are commonly observed and widely reported-the postwar decentralization of metropolitan
areas and the process of neighborhood
change and decline in central cities.
Unfortunately,our understandingof the
household mobility decision itself remains quite rudimentary.
The importanceof householdmobility
is immediatelyapparentfrom aggregate
statistics on moving behavior. Since
annual statistics were first compiled in
1957, almost 20 percentof all metropolitan area residentshavemovedeach year,
and two-thirds of these moves have
been within the same metropolitan
area. Table 1 displaysthe distributionof
Land Economics

U.S. households in 1973 by length of
tenure. Within SMSAs, over 40 percent
of all householdsresidedin theircurrent
dwellingfor under3.5 years;for renters,
this figurewas over 60 percent.
This analysisfocuses on one aspect of
residential mobility-the decision to
changedwellings.As such, it representsa
firststep in understandingthe underlying
behavioral relationshipsand provides a
direct test of severalaspectsof modelsof
urbanlocation and housingdemand.
Most past analyses of residentialmobility have not been relatedto underlying
models of household behavior but instead have concentratedupon describing
averagemovingprobabilitiesfor individuals with varying characteristics.For
many policy purposes, such descriptive
information is insufficient. This paper
presents an explicit model of intrametropolitanmobility, a model in which
moving behavior is derived from the
demand for residentialhousing. Moving
provides the only generally available
means for households to adjust their
housing consumption.This is especially
important for renter households who
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1 See annual issues of CurrentPopulationSurvey,
SeriesP-20.
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TABLE 1
LENGTHOF TENURE IN YEARS AT CURRENTADDRESS
(Percentof U.S. Households)
Less than
1 Year

All Households
Outside SMSAs
Inside SMSAs
CentralCities
Owners
Renters
Suburbs
Owners
Renters

1 to
3.5 Years

19%
18
20
20
8
32
19
10
41

21%
21
21
21
15
27
22
19
29

3.5 to
8.5 Years
23%
21
23
24
23
24
23
25
19

8.5 to
13.5 Years
12%
12
13
12
15
9
12
15
6

13.5 to
23.5 Years
14%
14
14
13
21
6
15
20
3

Source:U.S. Departmentof Commerce[1975].

have limited possibilities for changing
the characteristicsof the dwellingsthey
occupy. Typically, there are substantial
out-of-pocketcosts of movinghousehold
possessions, importanttransactionscosts
in the form of securitydeposits, brokers'
fees and the like, and significantsearch
costs associated with residentialmobility. These factorssuggestthat significant
lags in adjustment are likely and that
disequilibriumin housing consumption
may be quite pervasive. The model
focuses on the centralnatureof disequilibrium and adjustmentlags in housing
consumption.
Data gathered as part of the Housing Allowance Demand Experiment
(HADE) provide an unusual opportunity to test the model. As part of the
experiment,householdre-interviewdata
were collected at several points in time
for the same householdsin two different
housing markets (Pittsburghand Phoenix). Thus, sufficientintertemporaldata
are available to analyze dynamic adjustment; more importantly,the same
model can be replicated in different
markets to indicate the generalizability
of the model.

A focus on the adjustmentbehaviorof
individualssuggestssome caution in the
interpretation of aggregate analyses of
urban housing markets, as commonly
pursued by economists, with respect to
local mobility and the potential for
changes in urbanstructure.Aggregation
across individuals(as described below)
may understate the incentives for individual households to move and may
thereby provide a misleadingpicture of
the potential for changes in neighborhoods and urbanspatialstructure.
Understanding the behavioral structure of mobility decisions is essential
both for the predictionof futurechanges
in urbanareasand for understandingthe
implications of many policies which
affect urban areas. For example, demographicchanges, such as later marriages
and smaller families, have direct implicationsfor housingdemand.The prospect of demand-orientedhousing subsidies highlights the policy significance
of analyses of intra-urban mobility.
In contrast with all previous housing
subsidy programs, the HADE subsidy
program puts minimal restrictions (in
most cases no restrictions) on the
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housing type or location chosen by
eligible households. Thus, in contrastto
existing policies, an analysisof the effect
of this experimentalprogramrequiresan
evaluation of its implicationsfor intrametropolitan mobility. The analysis
reported in this paper is confined to
modelling the mobility behavior of
households similar to those receiving
experimental subsidies, but which are
unaffected by the experiments themselves. Thus, it provides a benchmark
for comparing household responses to
experimentaltreatments.
Although thissourceof dataprovidesa
rich descriptionof individualhousehold
characteristicsand housingconsumption
at several points in time, the sample is
restricted to renter households with
relativelylow incomes. This may suggest
some caution in extrapolating the
numerical results to the entire population, at least if one believes that the
determinants of mobility are different,
for some reason, for low-incomehouseholds. Certainly, because of differences
in transactions costs, the behavior of
home owners would be at least quantitatively differentfrom that observedfor
renters.
II. CONCEPTUAL
FRAMEWORK
The bulk of existing empirical research on household moving behavior,
undertaken mostly by sociologists and
demographers,has been simplydescriptive. Typically, these analysesrelate the
(cross sectionally observed) average
moving propensities of households to
measures of their currenteconomic and
demographiccharacteristics.While this
research describes differential moving
propensities of households with different socioeconomic characteristics,few
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specific hypotheses about household
behavior have been rejected.2 In particular,correlationsof currenthousehold
characteristics with moving behavior
neglect any notion that moving is a
dynamic response to changed circumstances.3
A related line of inquiry, largely
conducted by sociologists, has linked
moving behavior and moving intentions
to levels of "satisfaction" and the
"stresses"of particularlocations(usually
based upon reportedattitudes).This line
of inquiry does link moving to dynamic
factors, at least as they are reflected in
attitude formation,but at the same time
neglects most economic influences on
household behavior.
Economists' analyses relate almost
exclusively to the comparativestaticsof
housing markets. With perfect information and no transactions costs, conventional residential location models
(e.g., Alonso [1964] or Muth [1969])
derive, in a quite generalway, the equilibrium household location and housing
consumption, along with the overall
surface of location rents and housing
prices in a metropolitanarea. Different
initial conditions (such as differentrelative prices for housingservices,different
transportationcosts, or differentdemand
parameters) imply differences in the
equilibrium solution of these models,
and it is temptingto conclude that such
comparative static analyses provide insight into both the aggregatedynamicsof
urbanareas and the decisionsof individuals. However, the adequacy of these
models in describing the character of
2 See Quigley and Weinberg [1977] for a fairly
detailed reviewand comparisonof this literature.
3 This is the case unless changes in household
characteristicsare perfectlyforecastby currentcharacteristics.
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changes in housing markets depends
cruciallyupon the nature of the adjustment process, that is, upon the magnitude of changesfor individualhouseholds
and the speed of adjustmentin housing
consumption. At the aggregate level,
housing market disequilibriummay appear small since the overconsumptionof
some households will cancel the underconsumptionof others; yet at the micro
level, there may be large incentives to
adjust.
The conceptualfocusof the analysisof
household mobility followed here concentrates upon demands for housing
servicesby individuals.Movingis viewed
simplyas the meansfor adjustinghousing
consumption,and the incentiveto move
is related directly to changes in housing
demand and disequilibriumin housing
consumption. However, the observed
relationship between actual moves and
housing disequilibriumis complicatedby
significanttransactionsand searchcosts.
Consider a competitive housing market with no searchor transactionscostsin
which households of particulardemographic characteristics(A) choose between housing (H, at price 1) and other
goods (X, at price p). The demand
function for housingindicateshow housing consumptionwill changewithincome
(y); that is, equilibriumhousingdemand
(Hd) is a function of income and prices:
Hd = gA(y,p)

[1]

In this world, with limited ability to
transformthe characteristicsof a dwelling, any change in demand (say, from a
change in income) would precipitatea
move.
Adjustment and transactions costs
make the moving decision more complex. With given transactionscosts, a
householdwill undertaketo move only if
its increasein utility,measuredin dollars,

exceeds these costs. In general, the
welfare gain from adjusting housing
consumptionfromHd to HI (in response
to, say, an increasein incomefromy, to
Y will be less than the difference in
equilibrium expenditures (HI - Hd).

This simply reflects substitutionpossibilities with other goods-if a household
consumes less than its optimalamountof
housing, it is partiallycompensatedby
consuming more of X. However, with
reasonable utility functions and given
transactionscosts, the incentiveto move
remains a monotonic function of the
change in equilibriumhousingdemarrd.4
The economics of search provides
another reason why households' con4 The utility change associated with different
consumption levels for housing obviously depends upon
the form of the underlying utility function. For example,
if the utility function is Cobb-Douglas in terms of H and
X,
U = Hb (y - H)l-b

then in equilibrium the household spends a fixed
fraction of its income (by) on rent (R = 1H). Consider a
household initially consuming Ho with income y, and
with equilibrium housing consumption H*. The amount
of money (y*) required to make the household as well
off with housing consumption Ho as it would be at H* is:
y* = (Yo- *) R*lb( -b)
and the income equivalent of moving (y* - yo) is a
monotonic function of the discrepancy between actual
housing consumption and the equilibrium level of
consumption. Without assuming some particular utility
function, it is not possible to calculate the income
equivalents of utility differences; it is nevertheless true
for utility functions which are concave in H and X that
this quantity will be an increasing function of the
difference between current and equilibrium housing
consumption.
Consideration of transactions costs is further
complicated by questions of expectations and
capitalization. Housing expenditures represent flows of
services over some time period (as with monthly or
annual expenditures). To compare utility differences
with one-time transactions costs requires capitalization
over the relevant decision horizon. Decision horizons
and expectations are not directly observed, and little is
known about them. In reality, the relevant decision
horizon may well be endogenous and related to the
magnitude of transactions costs. In particular, the
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sumption of housing may differ considerably from the equilibriumamount
chosen in a frictionless world. For
groups of "otherwiseequivalent"dwelling units in a metropolitan area (e.g.,
identical dwelling units on the same
isotransport-costcontour when viewed
from an individual'sworkplace), there
surely exists some distributionof rental
prices; but, this price distributionis not
known with certainty to the potential
consumer. An exogenous shock (say, a
change in family size or income) may
changea household'sequilibriumlevel of
consumption. In response to this shock,
the household will search for a dwelling
unit if the expectedgainfromthe activity
exceeds the searchcosts. But the expected gain depends upon the household's
currentlyperceiveddistributionof housing prices. An "unlucky" search (one
that produces a unit whose price is "too
high") may cause the rationalhousehold
to cease searching-since the revised
price distributionmay simplyreducethe
expected gain from additionalsearching
below the cost.5
This discussion implies that empirical
analysis of even this simple model relating mobility solely to changesin housing
demand is complicated. Moving decisions are a function not only of underlying housing demand but also of transactions costs, search costs, and the
decision horizonfor home purchasesis probablylonger
than that for rental contracts simply because of
differencesin transactionscosts.Suchendogeneityis not
consideredhere, but the empiricalwork,basedentirely
on renters, eliminates this extreme difference. Expectations are clearly also related to the decision
horizon. The subsequent analysis of renters in this
paper assumes short decision horizonsand myopicexpectations. Specifically, households are presumedto
make accurateone-year forecastsof their housingdemands, and it is assumed that the realizedeconomic
and demographicconditionsof the householdsat the
end of the periodreflectthese expectations.
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distributionof housing prices. Little or
no systematic data exist on these latter
factors, although there are indications
that they are likely to be large and
important.6

Nevertheless,for givendistributionsof
searchand transactionscosts, one would
still expect a monotonic relationship
between "mobilityactivity"and the gap
between equilibriumdemandsandactual
consumption.7A simple specificationof
5 Issuesof decisionhorizonsandcapitalizationenter
also in optimumsearch, although,to our knowledge,
they have not been explicitlyconsidered.Most search
models give simple stoppingrules assumingfixed and
known price distributionsand one-time, permanent
changes. However, particularlywhen consumption
decisions are made infrequently-as with housingassumptions of known distributionsmay be very
unrealistic.When the pricedistributionsare unknown,
models of optimal search are much less helpful (see
Rothschild[1974]).
6 There are at least two monetarycomponentsof
relocation costs: the costs of moving household
possessions, and the out-of-pocketcosts particularto
each type of tenure.For homeowners,these lattercosts
includebrokers'fees, the costsof title search,andother
closingcosts;these areestimatedto be 10-20 percentof
annualexpenditures(see de LeeuwandEkanem[1971];
Shelton [1968]). For renters, these costs include
foregone interest (or liquidity constraints)resulting
from securityand lease depositsand the like.
More importantly for renters, however, these
transactions costs must include any rent discounts
attributable to longer-term occupancy. Long-term
occupancy by tenants can result in significantcost
savings to landlords-not only a reductionin painting
and redecoratingexpenditures,but also a reductionin
the expected vacancy rate of rental units. In a
competitivemarket, even with perfectinformationon
the part of landlords,we expect some or all of these
savingsto be passedalong to tenants.
There is some empiricalevidence on the relative
magnitudeof the reductionsin grossrentattributableto
long-termoccupancy.See Kainand Quigley[1975]and
Schafer[forthcoming].See also note 13.
7 In the empiricalanalysiswhichfollows,we measure
mobilityactivityin twoways:bymeansof a dichotomous
variablereflectingthe decisionto moveor not to move;
and by meansof a trichotomousvariabledistinguishing
those who searchandmove, thosewho searchonly, and
those who take no action. In the discussionwe often
refer simplyto movingor mobility,but these shouldbe
read as also consideringsearchbehavior.
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the relationshipis obtainedby assuming
that behavioralresponsesto disequilibrium by householdsare the same, regardless of whether householdsare currently underconsuming or overconsuming
housing relative to their equilibrium
demands. In this case, disequilibriumis a
function of the absolute value of the
discrepancybetween desired and actual
consumption, and, given transactions
and search costs (c), mobility(M, during

consuming" as opposed to "overconsuming" housing. If this is true, then
positive differencesbetween desiredand
actual consumption will have a larger
impacton mobilityactivitythannegative
differences.Thistypeof behaviormaybe
tested by dividing the disequilibrium
term(s) accordingto algebraicsign.

as:8

Data on householdsand housingconsumption are available in two metropolitanhousingmarkets-Pittsburghand
Phoenix-at three points in time: an

III. EMPIRICALANALYSIS

the period t to t + 1 can be represented

1 - H,;c]
Mt = f[JIHd+

[2]

This specificationis quite rigid,however,
and a varietyof alternativespecifications
are plausible.
Past mobility studies, particularlyby
sociologists,often concludethatmobility
is a discontinuous behavioral reaction,
resultingfrom some immediatestimulus
ratherthanfroma continuouscalculation
of levels of "dissatisfaction."In this
context, we can identify the immediate
stimulusby noting that:
Hd-

H, = [Hd - H,] + [Hdt+ l- Hd]

[3]

In words, the amount of disequilibrium
can be decomposed into an initial disequilibriumand the changein the desired
consumptionover the period.A differential response to immediateand ongoing
stimuli can be tested by relying on this
decomposition of the disequilibrium
"gap" in housing consumption.9This
extension can be representedas:
M,= f[lHd, - H,I, IH,+ 1 - Hd;c]

[4]

These simple models imply a symmetricalresponse to disequilibriumsituations. However, there is some reasonto
expect a "rachet" effect in housing
consumption. In particular,households
are likely to be more sensitiveto "under-

initial "baseline" interview (t = 0); after
approximately 12 months (t =1); and
after an additional 12 months (t = 2).10

Yet, even under the restrictiveassumptions introduced so far, the series
of models implied by equations [2] and
[4] cannot be estimated directly, since
they include equilibrium housing demand which is not directly observed.
Desired, or equilibrium, housing demand is calculatedfor each householdin
each period (Hd, H', and Hf) from

estimated housing demand models and
observed household characteristics.The
demand functions, reported in the Ap-

8 This illustratesthe differencesbetweenanalysesof
dynamichouseholdbehaviorat the individuallevel and
aggregate analyses of changes in housing markets:
Disequilibriumcannot be aggregated simply across
individuals.
9 As noted, the economics of search when the
distributionof prices is unknown also suggests that
changesin desiredconsumptionwillhavea largerimpact
on mobility activity than built-up disequilibriumin
housingconsumption.
10All movinganalysisreportedhere is based upon
the controlgroupfromthe HousingAllowanceDemand
Experiment. These households receive no subsidy
payments and, therefore, can be treated simply as
sample observationsreflectingnormalhousingmarket
observations,at least for lower-incomerenters.
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pendix, rely on previouswork by us (see
Hanushek and Quigley [1978]) and are
similarin specificationto those reported
by other researchers using samples of
individualhouseholds. Their interpretation as equilibriumdemand functionsis
based upon two assumptions:that the
demands observed by recent movers in
the housing market representtheir utility-maximizingor equilibriumconsumption levels; and that the housing price
surfaces in the two metropolitanareas
analyzed exhibit no discernible price
gradientfrom a centralworkplace.'
Equilibrium housing demand is estimated for recent mover households in
each housing marketfrom linearregressions of contractrent on income, assets,
and sociodemographic characteristics
along with standardizationsfor contractual terms. This procedure,while yielding unbiasedestimatesof the systematic
differencesin equilibriumdemandbased
upon observed characteristics,may introduce systematic errors if there exist
household-specific,but unmeasured,influences on desired consumption.12 The
implicationsof this for interpretingthe
results are discussedbelow.
Actual housingexpenditures(monthly
rent) of each householdare transformed
to a measure of the quantityof housing
services actuallyconsumed(Ho, H1, H2)
by standardizingfor contractualterms
(i.e., the inclusion of utilities in rental
contracts) and for length of tenure.13
These data, taken together, allow estimation of the extent of housingdisequilibrium.
The appropriate functional form is
relatedto the shapeof the utilityfunction
and the distributionof searchand transactions costs, and in general we would
not expect a linearrelationshipbetween
moving and disequilibrium.For analytical purposes, we firstdefine disequilibri-
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11In estimating hedonic housing price models in
these two metropolitanareas, Merrilltests for equality
of coefficients between central city and suburbs.For
Pittsburgh,it is not possibleto reject the hypothesisof
coefficientequalityat the 5 percentlevel; for Phoenix,
the hypothesiscanbe rejected,althoughthe modelsare
quite similarand the standarderror of estimate only
changes slightly with stratification. Independent
analysisof the Pittsburghareaconductedfor the NBER
Urban SimulationModel by GregoryIngramprovided
no evidence of a housing price gradient[reportedin
privatecorrespondence].
These models assumethat utilityis definedover an
index of the quantityof housingconsumed.In reality,
"housing" is a heterogeneous good whose quantity
varies in several dimensions. The empiricalanalysis
employs the convenient(and widely used) assumption
that housingexpendituresare a single-valuedmeasure
of the housing services consumed-including the
structuraland qualitative characteristicsof dwelling
units and locations,along with the capitalizedvalueof
neighborhood amenities and public services. By
measuringhousing services througha price-weighted
index of housing characteristics,it is also implicitly
assumed that the supply elasticities for different
characteristics are the same. To the extent that
households have identifiable demands for particular
characteristicsof the housingbundleand to the extent
that these are differentially supplied, measuring
disequilibriumby a singleindexis an oversimplification.
The empiricalanalysisbelow suggeststhat aggregation
acrosshousingattributesis acceptable.
12As explained in the Appendix, the demand
estimationwas conductedfor a different,but partially
overlapping,sampleof householdsusingbaselinedata.
Had the samples been the same, it would have been
possible to incorporateinformationabout individual
household deviationsfrom "expectedequilibriumdemand."See below.
13In a competitive market, the contract rents
(standardized for the provision of utilities by the
landlordor tenant)paidby individualswitha standardized duration of occupancy are an unambiguous
measure of the quantityof housing services actually
consumed.
The portionof transactionscosts (see note 6) arising
from tenure discounts is explicitly included. Tenure
discountswere estimatedin the PittsburghandPhoenix
housing markets in an analysis of hedonic prices
conducted by Merrill[1976]. In that study, log rent is
regressed upon a series of structure and quality
measuresof individualdwellingunitsand the lengthof
tenure of the occupying household. The regression
coefficients,basedon a sampleof 1,509dwellingunitsin
Pittsburghand 1,601 dwellingunits in Phoenix, imply
significantprice discountsfor long-termresidents.In
Pittsburgh,the resultsindicatediscountsof 2 percentfor
householdswith 1-5 yearsof occupancy,increasingto
10 percent for households with more than 10 years
occupancy.In Phoenix,the tenurediscountsrangefrom
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um in percentagedeviationsfrom initial
equilibriumdemand and disaggregateit
as follows:14
DTOT= total disequilibrium between t and t + 1

Do

DE

= (Hd - Ht)Hd;
= initial disequilibrium
= (HdHt)/H
= change in equilibrium between t and
t+ 1
= (Hd,

-

Hd)/H'.

Table 2 presents summary information on the housing disequilibriumobserved in the two samples. It illustrates
quite vividly how the magnitude of
moving incentives for individualhouseholds is affected by aggregation. The
aggregate level of disequilibrium in
housing consumption (averaging over
households) is estimated to be 6-9
percentin Phoenixand 10-12 percentin
Pittsburgh. However, the behavioral
model indicates that average absolute
deviations between actualand equilibrium housing consumption is a more
accuratemeasure of moving incentives.
As shown in Table 2, in the aggregate
this amountsto some 20 percentfor both
time periods and both housingmarkets.
The, pattern of disequilibriumis similar
across the two cities. A majority of
households in each sample tend to be
underconsuminghousing (e.g., 58 percent of Phoenix households and 70
percent of Pittsburghhouseholdsduring
the first year). Further, the average
amount of underconsumptionis almost
twice the average amount of overconsumption. The magnitudeof initial dis4.4 percentfor householdswith 1-5 yearsof occupancy
to 19 percentfor householdswithmorethan10yearsof
occupancy. These coefficients permit the housing
consumptionof each householdto be estimatedfrom
monthlyhousingexpenditures.Consumptionis normalized to new occupants(consistentwith the equilibrium
demandsdiscussedin the Appendix).

equilibrium(Do) is systematicallyhigher than the change in equilibrium(DE)
over the period; this skewness in deviations of observed from equilibrium
consumptionsuggests significantlags in
adjustment.15
Direct informationabout transactions
costs (other than tenure discounts)and
search costs-the final elements in the
moving model-is unavailable.For empirical application, we assume that the
distributionof these costs is normaland
is independent of the estimated disequilibrium values. This implies that
probit estimation provides the appropriate nonlinearfunctionalform.16
14 Similarmodels were also estimated
using simple
differences between desired and actual consumption

(e.g., DTOT= Ht+ - H,). These latter models consis-

tentlyyieldedpoorerresultsin termsof bothX2testsfor
overall significanceand significancetests on individual
coefficients.
15 The
changesin equilibrium(DE) are, on average,
in the directionof increasingequilibriumdemandand
amountto between0.5 and2.5 percentannualincreases.
This reflectsincreasesin income,assets,andfamilysize
over time and the life cycle. (The samplingprocedure
follows a fixed set of households through time;
therefore, incomes and demographiccompositionwill
follow specificlife cycle patternswhichdiffersystematically from changesin populationaveragecharacterisindicatesthatadjustments
tics). The totaldisequilibrium
are slow and disequilibriumtends to accumulateover a
period of time. An alternative explanation to the
observed average underconsumptionmight be that
individualexpectationsare systematicallybad or myopic. However, the relativemagnitudeof DTOT to DE
suggestsadjustmentlagsratherthanfaultyexpectations.
16Binary choice models (move or no move) were
also estimatedassumingthe logisticfunctionalform,and
the resultswere indistinguishable.Probitestimatesare
reportedto facilitatecomparisonwiththe trichotomous
choicemodels(move, searchwithoutmove,or no move)
presented subsequently. Maximum likelihood techniques are used in the estimation,and, assumingthe
errorsare normallydistributed,
probit [X] =-

u2

1

Jf

e T du

See Hanushekand Jackson[1977,chap.7]. The binary
choicemodelsimplythatthe combinationof transaction
and searchcosts follow a commonnormaldistribution
while the trichotomousmodelsallowdifferent(normal)
distributionsfor the two costs. The magnitudeof search
and transactionscosts are assumedindependentof the
level of disequilibrium.

TABLE 2
AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DISEQUILIBRIUM IN HOUSING CONSUMPTION
Phoenix

Pittsb

Time Period

Time P

Disequilibrium
Measure

Percentage
of
Households

0-

1--2
1-2

0-.1
Average
Disequilibrium

Percentage
of
Households

Average
Disequilibrium

Percentage
of
Households

Average
Disequilibrium

DDTOT
(DTOT) for Hd+ > H
(DTOT) for H, > Hd+1

100%
58
42

22.8%
28.0
15.5

100%
53
47

20.8%
25.5
15.5

100%
70
30

19.9%
23.2
11.9

IDol

100%
57
43

28.8%
28.1
15.6

100%
48
52

20.8%
25.6
16.2

100%
68
32

18.6%
21.5
12.3

IDEI
(DE) for Hd >Hd
+l
(DE)forH
(E) for H H t+1

100%
56
44

6.8%
6.6
7.1

100%
67
33

5.0%
5.4
4.4

100%
74
26

4.8%
4.7
5.0

(Do) for Ht > H
(Do) for Ht > H
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Letting Pt,t+1be the underlyingmoving probabilitiesduringthe intervalt to
t + 1, the specific models are:
Pt,t+l = probit [I1 + aIDTo7T+7l1]
Pt,t+l = probit [/2 + lPDol+yIDEl+q2]
Pt,t+l = probit [/3 + a+811DTroi
+ a-821DT070+7 3]

[5]
[6]

[7]

and,
Pt,t+l = probit [/z4 + +8631DoI+P-841Dol
+ Y+865DEI+ y6-61DEI+74]

where Si, i=1,

[8]

. . . , 6, are binary

variables equal to zero except:
81 = 1if Hdt+ >H,
82 = 1 if Hd+1 <H,
63 = 1 if Had> H,
64 = 1 if Hdt < H,
85 = 1 if Hd+l > Hd
86=

1 if Ht+

< Ht

The 7's, a's, 3's and y's are parameters
to be estimated, and the u's are stochastic terms, assumed to be standard
normal.
1. Binary Choice: The Move Decision

Table 3 presentsmaximumlikelihood
estimates of the basic models, equations
[5] and [6], for each cohort of households. The results provide only weak
support for the simplestmodel, equation
[5], which does not distinguishbetween
the two components of household disequilibrium.In only one of the fourequations is the estimatedadjustmentcoefficient significantlydifferentfromzero.
The results are much stronger, however, for the estimates of equation [6],
which distinguishesbetween initial disequilibrium and its change during the

one-yearperiod.The estimatesof y-the
responsivenessof householdmobilityto
changes in equilibriumhousingdemand
-is highly significantfor both replications of the model of Phoenix. The
asymptotict-ratiosare only slightlylower
for the replicationsfor Pittsburghhouseholds.
Table 4 presents the estimatedcoefficients of the disaggregatedmodelswhich
distinguish disequilibriumby its algebraic sign, i.e., distinguishingbetween
those households overconsuming and
underconsuming housing, relative to
equilibriumdemand. Again, the results
provide little support for the model
which does not distinguishbetween the
initial level of disequilibriumand its
change during the one-year interval.
However, the resultsfor the fully disaggregated model, equation [8], strongly
support the underlyingtheory, suggesting that households whose equilibrium
level of housingdemandincreasesare far
more likely to move; the estimatesof y+
are highly significant in all cases. The
other estimatedcoefficientsare generally insignificant,although they have the
correct sign in ten of the twelve cases.
The estimated changes in moving
propensity due to changes in initial
disequilibriumand changes in desired
housing are presentedin Table 5. When
equation [6] is evaluatedat the means, a
10 percent increase in desired housing
consumptionincreasesthe probabilityof
moving by 9 to 15 percentage points.
Interestingly,while the averagemoving
propensityin Phoenix is roughlydouble
that in Pittsburgh,the responsivenessto
changeddesiredhousingis approximately the same.
Despite the crudenessof the demand
estimation and the stringency of the
moving models, the adjustmentmodels
work rather well. As noted in the
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TABLE 3
A. BASIC MOVE MODELS
+ aoDTOT+'r1]

Pt,t+I = probit [/1

Phoenix

a
711y,)l~

0---1

1->2

0--1

1--2

0.8978
(2.044 )

-0.7861
(1.531 )

0.2365
(0.381 )

0.3258
(0.558)

(2.746 )
4.242

(1.760 )

(5.306 )

2.240

0.145

-0.2293

~-0.3481

X2

Pittsburgh

-0.9719

-0.8104

(6.503)
0.309

X2(.10,1df) = 2.706
X2(.20,ldf) = 1.642
B. EXPANDED MOVE MODELS
Pt,t+ = probit [L2 + fIDoI+-yDEI+7n2]
Phoenix
0-1
/8
y
"12

X2
X2(.10,2df)= 4.605

0.8846

Pittsburgh
01

12
-0.4215

12

0.3376

0.1756

(0.512 )

(0.287)

(1.827 )

(0.788 )

2.3427

3.8093

3.4146

4.6465

(2.017 )
-0.5005
(3.246 )
7.840

(2.417 )
-0.4972
(3.005 )
7.604

(1.918 )
-0.9980
(5.323 )
3.647

(1.863)
-1.0938
(6.301)
3.555

X2(.20,2df) = 3.219
Note: Asymptotict-ratiosin parentheses.

Appendix, the demand models do not
include a very complete descriptionof
individualsand leave considerablevariation in housingdemandunexplained.In
addition, the estimation of disequilibriumconstrainsthe effects of changes
in demographicand economic factorsto
follow the demand relationship and,
thus, tests only the effect of housing
demand upon mobility.
Considerationof errors in estimation
of equilibrium demand helps reconcile
the results of the basic and expanded
models (Table 3) and provides a somewhat stronger interpretationof the re-

sults. A more realisticspecificationof the
equilibrium demand relationshipmight
be:
Hdt = Xfit + i +

it

[9]

where Xi, is the systematicportion of
demand, estimatedin the demandmodels, i is a household-specificerrorterm
un(reflecting differences in tastes and
stochastic
a
is
and
eit
measured factors),
term independent of Xit and i. In this
standard error components framework
which incorporates individual heteroof f
geneity, cross sectional estimates
be
will
least
squares
using ordinary
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TABLE 4
A. DISAGGREGATEDMOVE MODELS
Pt,t+l = probit [y3 + a+81IDTOA+a-82IDTTO+r13]
Phoenix

a+

0->1

1-*2

0.9136

-0.7906

(1.536 )

(2.070 )

a-

-0.6615

1.2114

(0.720 )

(1.240 )

-0.2379

-0.3710

7)3

X2
X2(.10,2df) = 4.605
X2(.20,2df) = 3.219

Pittsburgh
1-2
1
0.2260

0.3622

(0.364 )

(0.616 )

(0.043 )

(1.070 )

1.4067

-0.0630

-1.0303

-0.7983

(2.614 )

(1.692 )

(4.942 )

(6.296 )

4.371

2.425

0.198

1.137

B. FULLY DISAGGREGATED MOVE MODELS

Pt,t+l = probit[4 + 8+831DoI+f3-844DoI+++851DEl+^-861DEl+714]
Phoenix

f3+
,fy+
y-

0->1

12

0.9169

-0.4460

X2
X2(.10,4df) = 7.779
X2(.20,4df) = 5.989

0--1

1->2

0.5368

0.2869

(0.795 )

(0.463 )

0.5919

1.5254

1.8278

(0.639 )

(1.093 )

(1.387 )

(1.872 )

(0.821 )

1.3094

(1.244 )
2.9057

4.2954

5.5927

5.9866

(1.901 )

(2.563 )

(2.667 )

(2.223 )

2.0621

3.0068

0.0612

0.5621

(1.520 )

(1.048 )

(0.021 )

(0.114 )

-0.5463

7/4

Pittsburgh

-0.5856

-1.1146

-1.1935

(3.115 )

(3.188 )

(5.389 )

(6.214 )

8.358

9.900

8.355

6.582

Note: Asymptotict-ratiosin parentheses.

unbiased if <, is independent of X,r
However, the estimate of disequilibrium
obtained (Xit+l - Hit) could contain
considerable error (i.e., i) for each
household. The effect will be to bias the
estimated

effect

changes in equilibrium housing demand
will be unbiased, and the expanded
model should give a better test of the
housing demand model and a better
estimate of the adjustment lags.17

of DTOT on moving

toward zero (by a standard errors in
variables argument). However, if i is
fixed for an individual household in the
short run, the change in equilibrium (DE)
will be accurately measured, since the i's
cancel. Thus, the estimated effects of

17 The unde lying survey data also contain direct
attitudinal questions about satisfaction with housingcoded on a four-point scale from "very dissatisfied" to
"very satisfied". These data were used to form
instruments for the disequilibrium estimates in a twostage estimation. However, this estimation proved very
unsuccessful.

Hanushekand Quigley:Intra-Metropolitan
Mobility
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TABLE 5
CHANGE IN MOVING PROBABILITIES FROM 10 PERCENT
INCREASE IN DISEQUILIBRIUMa
(Evaluated at Means)
Phoenix

Change in disequilibrium
Do = .1
DE = .1
Mean probability of move

Pittsburgh

0--1

1--2

.035
.093
.443

-.017b
.146
.349

0--1

1--2

.007b
.112
.223

.003b
.144
.182

a Probabilitiesestimatedfrommodelsin Table3B.
b Asymptotict-testfor coefficientin probitmodelsnot significantlydifferentfromzero at .05 level.

2. TrichotomousChoice:Move and
Search Decisions
The resultspresentedin Tables3 and4
providegeneralsupportfor the economic
model of intra-urbanmobility. The results suggest strongly that changes in
equilibrium demand, particularly increases in demand, are associated with
household decisions to move. These
results are quite consistent for two
successive one-year intervalsfor households in two differing metropolitan
areas. These models assume there are
two observableresponsesto the stimulus
providedby housingmarketdisequilibrium-moving and non-moving.
In fact, however, the behaviorof real
households is more complex. Before
households can move in response to
disequilibriumin housing demand, they
generally must invest some resourcesin
searching for an alternative dwelling
unit. For households with a given prior
price distribution, the conceptual discussion suggests that largerdisequilibrium will increase the propensityboth to
search and to move. Data about search
behavior of households could therefore
improve our understandingof adjustment to housingdisequilibrium.

This section uses additionalinformation to analyze the trichotomous behavior of: (a) moving; (b) searchingbut
not moving; and (c) neither searching
nor moving.18 Since this behavior is
ordered in termsof intensityof response
to disequilibrium,it is possible to use a
generalization of the probit model to
estimate more generalmodels of adjustment (see HanushekandJackson[1977]).
Incorporationof informationaboutsearch
behavior involvesestimationof an additional parameter;this representsa parallel shift in the probitplane, distinguishing
the third category (searching)from the
other two. It should be noted that this
specification assumes that the influence
of the level of disequilibrium upon
searchingand upon movingbehaviorcan
be representedby a common parameter
(see Aitchison and Silvey [1957]).
Table 6 presents the results of the
probit models reestimated for the trichotomous case and extending the
18
Movingbehavioris, of course, observeddirectly.
Searching behavior is inferred from the answer to:
"During[this time interval]haveyou or anyonein your
household looked for or tried to find a new house or
apartment?"
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TABLE 6
A. BASIC SEARCH/MOVE MODELS
M, + 1 = probit [ ,1 + alDTOT + l71+ ri*]
Phoenix
0-1
a

0.6744
(1.61 )
-0.2035
(2.31 )
-0.3700
(6.60 )

771
711*
X2
X2(.10,ldf) = 2.71
X2(.20,ldf) = 1.64

2.62

Pittsburgh
1--2

0--1

1--2

-0.9451
(2.05 )
-0.1620
(1.31 )
-0.4352
(7.09 )

0.0820
(0.15 )
-0.7704
(5.55 )
-0.6301
(8.23 )

0.1608
(0.32 )
-0.5894
(7.53 )
-0.5894
(6.73 )

4.99

.02

.10

B. EXPANDED SEARCH/MOVE MODELS
+ YIDEI+ 712 + 72* ]
M,t + 1 = probit [ /z2 + f3DOI0
Phoenix

Pf

y
7R2
7r2*

X2
X2(.10,2df) = 4.61
X2(.20,2df) = 3.22

Pittsburgh

0--1

1--2

0---1

0.6598
(1.44 )
1.8125
(1.64 )
-0.3980
(2.71 )
-0.3723
(6.60 )

-0.6329
(1.31 )
3.4476
(2.31 )
-0.4013
(2.57 )
-0.4400
(7.09 )

0.0405
(0.07 )
2.8745
(1.87 )
-0.9057
(5.51 )
-0.6371
(8.23 )

4.99

8.47

3.51

12
-0.0418
(0.08 )
2.2611
(0.98 )
-0.9522
(6.13 )
-0.5916
(7.53 )
0.975

Note: Mt,t+ = (0,0) if no searchand no move; = (1,0) if searchbut no move;and = (1,1) if searchandmove.
r1l*represents the shift in the probit plane for search without move. Asymptotic t-ratios in parentheses.

models reported in Table 3. The results
are qualitatively similar to the binary
decision models: There appears to be
little empirical support for the simplest
model, but the expanded model indicates
the importance of changes in equilibrium
housing consumption in motivating both
search behavior and subsequent residential mobility. 19

The estimated changes in moving and
searching propensities due to changes in
initial disequilibrium and changes in
desired housing are presented in Table 7.
At the means, a 10 percent change in
19Reestimates (not shown) of the more disaggregated modelspresentedin Table4 for the trichotomous
case yielded resultssimilarto those reportedabove.
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TABLE 7
CHANGE IN MOVINGAND SEARCH PROBABILITIESFROM 10 PERCENT
INCREASEIN DISEQUILIBRIUMa
(Evaluated at Means)

Phoenix
0--1

Pittsburgh
1--2

0--1

1-2

Net Change in Probability of Move
Change in Disequilibrium
DO = .1
DE= .1

.027b
.073

-.023b
.135

.001b
.089

-.002b
.066b

Net Change in Probability of Search
Change in Disequilibrium
Do = .1
DE = .1

-.002b
-.005

-.003b
-.003

.001b
.018

.OO1b
.021b

.225
.225

.187
.195

Means
Probability of move
Probability of search

.448
.146

.361
.169

a Probabilitiesestimatedfrommodelsin Table6B.
b Asymptotict-test for coefficientsin probitestimationnot
significantlydifferentfromzero at .05 level.

equilibrium housing demand increases
the probability of moving by 7 to 13
percentagepoints. The effect on moving
of an increase in initialdisequilibriumis
much smaller and is generally insignificant.
The net effect, however,of increasesin
disequilibriumupon searchingbehavior
is rather small. A 10 percent increasein
desired housing demand increases the
probabilityof searching(but not moving)
by 2 percent in Pittsburghbut has no net
effect in Phoenix. It is importantto note
that searchingis relatively"less successful" in Pittsburghthan in Phoenix. In
Pittsburgh,only halfof those households
that consider moving (as evidenced by
any search) actually move; in Phoenix
roughly three-quartersmove. The marginal successrateof searching,calculated
from Table 7 for increased housing

demand, goes up to over 75 percent in
Pittsburghand to 100percentin Phoenix
-suggesting that search is more intensive with largerdisequilibrium.
If searching and moving are determined by the same factors, the estimation which recognizes both types of
behavioral response will be more efficient since it includes additional information. However, if there are different
determinantsor if the determinantshave
differentialweights in the two decisions,
a specification error is introduced, and
this may be more important than the
efficiency gains. If the two types of
behavior are generated by the same
response function (with an intercept
shift), the slope coefficients in the dichotomous and trichotomous probit
models should be identical except for
sampling error. In fact, the slope co-
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efficients, while similar,are consistently
smaller in the trichotomousmodels as
compared to the same dichotomous
models, suggestingsome behavioraldifference in searchand move responses.In
general, the trichotomouschoice models
presented in Table 6, which incorporate
more informationabout behavioralresponses, are less satisfactorythan the
binary choice models in terms of goodness of fit and the precisionof parameter
estimates.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This paper estimatesa model of intrametropolitan moving behavior based
upon household disequilibriumin the
demandfor housing.Movingis viewedas
the dynamic response to changes in
household demandsfor residentialhousing. The precise specification of the
model is motivatedby two characteristics
of the housing market-the high transactionscosts of relocatingand the limited
possibilitiesof transforminghousingconfigurations.These characteristicssuggest
that the actual consumptionof residential housing at any point in time may
deviate from desired levels of consumption (that level enjoyed in a frictionless
world, given incomes, preferences,and
relative prices). The model hypothesizes
that the strength of the incentive to
relocate varies with the gap between
actualand equilibriumhousingconsumption.
The results provide rather strong
support for this simple model of moving
behavior-despite the fact that the
models impose a rigid structure on
movingbehaviorandthatno allowanceis
made for the possibility that disequilibrium in specific components of the

housing bundle (such as accessibilityor
space) may have differentialeffects on
moving behavior.
The resultsclearlyindicatethe importance of changes in equilibriumdemand
in affectingmoving decisionsand search
intensity. The strengthof this findingis
heightened by the consistencyof results
across time periods and across independent samples in two very different
housing markets. The response of
households to housing disequilibriumis
roughly similar between housing markets, even though the characterof the
two markets is very different and even
though the averagemovingpropensityis
almost twice as large in Phoenix as in
Pittsburgh.
Finally,these resultssuggestcautionin
interpretingaggregateanalysesof urban
housing markets often pursuedby economists. Standardurbanmodelsdescribe
equilibriumin housingconsumptionand
location based upon the distributionof
income and other parameters of the
urban economy such as employment
location and transportationaccess. The
models of individual housing decisions
presented here suggest that significant
levels of disequilibrium might exist
among individual households at any
point in time. Aggregation across individualsmasksmuchof the disequilibrium
(and the incentives for adjustment)by
averaging across those individualswho
are underconsumingand those who are
overconsuminghousing. If, as indicated
above, both types of disequilibrium
create moving incentives, the possibilities for changes in housing markets
are larger than would be indicated by
observing aggregate population characteristics. In order to ascertainthe potential biases in aggregate analysis, it is
necessary to extend this analysis to
indicate the effects of moving on neigh-

Hanushekand Quigley:Intra-Metropolitan
Mobility
borhoods-both at origins and destinations. However, these models indicate
the possibilityof more rapid changes in
urban areas than would be implied by
aggregateanalysis.

APPENDIX
ESTIMATIONOF EQUILIBRIUM
HOUSING DEMANDS

We assume that households who are
observed to make active choices in the
housing market and have overcome any
inertia or transactionscosts (i.e., recent
movers) choose their utility maximizing
or equilibrium levels of consumption.
The equilibriumdemandmodels reported in Table A-1 are estimatedusing the
subsample of "recent mover" households in the HADE samplesfor eachcity,
i.e., those who moved into their t = 0

dwelling units within the past twelve
months.20
Following previous researchon housing demand (see, for example, Kain and
Quigley [1975] or Straszheim [1975]),
equilibrium demand is specified as a
function of annual income, household
size, age, years of education, race, and
household assets-a crude proxy for
wealth.
The dependent variablein each of the
regressionsis monthlyrent, whichdiffers
from the index of monthly housing
services (or gross rent) by the terms of
individual landlord-tenantagreements.
To adjust for variations in contractual
terms, the demand equations also include dummyvariablesindicatingwhether
or not the landlordprovidesmajorappliances.
The equilibrium demand equations
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were estimated in several alternative
forms to investigate age or "life cycle"
effects (see Hanushek and Quigley
[1978] for details). The estimates presented in Table A-1 indicatea complete
interaction of the age variable, i.e.,
stratificationby householdswhose head
is youngerthan45 yearsand those whose
head is older.21
The implications of these estimated
demand equations are considered in
more detail in anotherpaper (Hanushek
and Quigley [1978]). For present purposes, the demand equations are interpreted as characterizingthe desired or
equilibrium housing demand (Hd) for
each household, given individualhousehold characteristics at each of three
points in time (t = 0, 1, 2).

As with most demand studies based
upon micro data, these demand estimates contain considerable error, as
indicated by R2's of approximately .3.22
As indicatedin the text, it may be plausible to assume that the true equilibrium
demand for a given household differs
systematicallyfromthe modelsestimated
because of unmeasuredcharacteristicsof
households and their tastes. If these
systematic differences are independent
of the observed characteristicsof households (as in a fixed individualdifference
error components model), the cross
sectional estimates of the demand pa20 For the demand estimation, which is carried out
using the initial data on households, it is irrelevant which
experimental group a household is ultimately assigned
to. Therefore the demand estimation uses all sample
households which satisfy the recent move condition,
irrespective of subsequent experimental treatment.
21 Standard F-tests indicate that this specification is
preferred to those including age in a linear or quadratic
form.
22 Including the age stratification, the demand
estimates reported in Table A-1 explain 38 percent of
the variation in contract rents in Phoenix and 33 percent
in Pittsburgh.
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TABLE A-1
HOUSING DEMAND EQUATIONS FOR RECENT MOVER HOUSEHOLDS
STRATIFIED BY AGE
Hd = gA(Y,A,1)
Phoenix

Pittsburgh
Variable

Young

Old*

Young

Old*

Income
(thousands)
Assets
(thousands)
Education
(years)
Household Size

4.020
(3.19)
-1.310
(0.98)
4.950
(5.06)
3.511
(1.27)
-15.383
(3.61)
-14.935
(0.80)
1.403
(4.62)
22.267
(2.89)
1.074
(0.16)

4.920
(2.11)
1.118
(1.58)
1.318
(0.93)
8.479
(3.65)
-13.159
(1.56)
-3.761
(0.11)
0.450
(1.09)
-13.272
(0.87)
25.063
(1.80)

1.283
0.318
313

32.408
0.359
91

6.290
(7.74)
1.230
(0.93)
3.647
(4.91)
1.144
(0.94)
-25.541
(4.02)
-16.370
(4.20)
1.312
(4.90)
-6.470
(1.40)
22.926
(4.79)
15.488
(2.05)
7.418
.315
502

5.660
(3.14)
1.230
(1.32)
0.600
(0.49)
3.795
(1.49)
-23.443
(1.56)
-4.466
(0.41)
-0.586
(1.47)
2.295
(0.23)
-6.868
(0.57)
27.616
(1.76)
104.907
.247
128

Black
Other Nonwhite
(Spanish)
Age
Refrigerator
Stove
Air Conditioner
Constant
R2
df
* Head of household
aged45 or more.

rameters will be unbiased even though
the estimated equilibriumdemandfor a
specific householdwill containerrors.
It is importantto note the consideration of household expectations implied
by this analysis.Some householdswhich
were observed to move during the
twelve-month period may have done so
on the basis of realized changes in
demand or on the basis of expected
demographicor economic changes. For
example, births can be predicted with
considerable accuracybefore the actual
event. To the extent that the expected
changes occur within the twelve-month

period of observation (i.e., before the
actualbaseline interviewof HADE), no
problems arise. However, if they do not
occur and if the expectations are correlated with the observed household
attributes,there will be some bias introduced in the equilibriumdemandequations. The extent of possible bias
depends upon the portion of expectations that are unrealized by the end
of the observation period (when the
economic and demographic data are
gathered);biases fromunrealizedexpectations cannot be ascertainedfrom these
data.
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